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— Proprietor
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“To run an actual
letterpress, I think,
requires persistence and
a sort of perfectionist
attitude because it’s really
easy to get frustrated and
give up before you
hit that point where
everything is perfect.”
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“You have to be located in
a place where there are
people who have a sense
of visual acuity.”
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— Pressperson

“We generate business
by doing good business.
Positive work generates
positive work.“

— Pressperson

— Proprietor

“I would work from 9 to
2 and go and pick up my
kids and then come back
after bed time and end up
working from 9 to 2 again
at night.”

“Being in the community . . .
people stop in . . . that has
brought a lot of interest in
projects back to us.”
— Proprietor

RADIAL DIAGRAM OF MOTIVATION
IN RELATION TO LIFECYCLE STAGES
CONTRIBUTION

“At some point the hands on
turned to really just jumping
in and figuring it out.“

— Proprietor

INTEGRATION

— Pressperson

OPPORTUNITY:

CREATE BROADER
CONNECTIONS

Design a strategic partnership program
for letterpress operators that allows them
to fully integrate with their communities.
Include outreach and workshops to area
individuals, businesses, academic and
trade organizations to make the press a
hub of local artistic activity.
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“If you’re going to
start a press now,
you need to be moving
the craft forward.”
— Proprietor

“I work all week and
most every weekend.
I didn’t realize jobs could
take all day.“
— Proprietor

OPPORTUNITY:

DESIGN MORE
FUNCTIONAL SPACES
Conduct a comprehensive traffic analysis
of a population of letterpress shops to
uncover efficiencies in studio design.
Development guidelines for necessary
space and infrastructure depending on
equipment in use.
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Generate business model canvases for
different types of letterpress businesses.
Includes conducting geographic economic
feasibility studies, return on investment
calculators and strategic equipment
acquisition guidance that enables
letterpress operators to run successful,
profitable businesses.
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— Proprietor
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“I kind of wish that someone
would have said, here, I am
going to give you a year’s worth
of business training.”
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“Pulling the first print and it
being straight the first time kind
of makes you feel like
a rock star.”

Launch a public awareness campaign that
seeks to educate the general public about
the art and craft of letterpress printing.
Include art tourism guides for “Letterpress
Trail,” hands-on workshops and equipment
identification guides that encourage
the donation of unused equipment.
Pro-actively document the practices
of living letterpress artists
and press mechanics.

— Proprietor
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“Before I bought my platemaker,
I was spending $5K a year in plates.”

SIN

KEY: MOTIVATION RING
>>> Appreciation motivates Learning the Craft
>>> Determination motivates Planning the Business
>>> Commitment motivates Running the Studio
>>> Engagement motivates Joining the Community
>>> Evangelism motivates Preserving the Art
>>> Passion motivates Teaching the Craft

— Pressperson

— Proprietor

INCREASE LONGEVITY
VIA AWARENESS

“Allison was there
to guide me through
everything.”

INITIATION

the historical nature of
letterpress, but in reality
it’s keeping it alive.”
“Some men hunt.
— Pressperson
I do letterpress.”
— Proprietor
“Printing is preservation”
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KEY: RADIAL DIAGRAM
Appreciation
Determination
Commitment
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In the lifecycle of learning the craft of letterpress many people
are initially motivated by appreciation for the art. Once they begin
printing, a sense of initiation into the culture often accompanies
the experience and moves them forward. Many decide to open
a business.
At this stage determination motivates a need to plan and begin
operation of the business. Once in operation, commitment carries
them forward as they begin to run their studio.
Next, engagement with their community becomes essential
if they are to experience the integration that will enable the
studio to thrive long term.
If a studio is successful in integrating itself into its community,
some operators begin the work of evangelism of the craft as a
significant contribution to preserving the art of letterpress.
This is manifest as a true passion that engenders continuation
of letterpress and the culture that supports it.

Development of a curriculum for letterpress
apprenticeship that includes both heritage
and modern techniques, press mechanics
and logging time on press.
Upon completion, practitioners are
recognized as licensed letterpress
operators. This builds credibility and
sets realistic expectations
of letterpress work.
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Letterpress
Culture:
Engendering
Sustainability
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“A lot of letterpress
> printers
shy away from
N
photopolymer and act like
O
I
it’s the devil and it’s killing
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